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INTENT

Co-design a Six Eye review service - A systematic 
approach to UX review that can be done by SDA Social 

Design experts or with existing teams.

Become an UX REVIEWER and Levelling up the quality of UX by 
standardizing your problem-sensing using a pain & gain 

template.

PURPOSE

MEANING

Doing continuous UX reviews will humanize software 
design, as the pain & gain format forces you to choose the 

human perspective over the product perspective.
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DW- 1A - STAKING 
/HOMESCREEN

There is no 
family member 
or friend that 
understands 
what this 
means. Way to 
technical.

What’s in it for 
me? What 
staking rewards 
can I expect?

How much 
passive income 
will this bring 
me?

Current, Next, 
Future 
stakepool?

Most novice users are probably unsure
what this means. Button / access to 
re-deligation is unclear.



DW- 1B - STAKING 
/STAKING INTRUCTIONS

Good expectation management! Yet 
the utility and information are 
separated, a wizard like approach with 
information per stage would make this 
more insightful.

No mention of the size of the 
transaction fees. Max 0.2 Ada would 
help.



DW- 1C - STAKING 
/SELECT WALLET

Selection of wallet feels a bit 
backwards, isn’t that what you start 
with? Make it easy to switch in later 
steps.

One whole screen for only a wallet 
selection is a bit much?

Seems to be a copy of the create wallet 
pattern. Pop-up pattern misuse.

Back functionality feel inconsistent.
Does close give a warning? 



DW- 1D - STAKING 
/STAKEPOOL SEARCH / SELECTION

There is no explanation how to select a 
stakeholder, nor is it clear what the 
difference is between pools.

Family and friends are really thrown 
into the deep here.



DW- 1E - STAKING 
/STAKEPOOL DETAILS

These 
parameters are 
very unclear to 
novice users.

How my 
selection would 
impact my 
staking rewards 
is unclear.

This selection 
seems like input 
for a filter in one 
of the first steps,
so the result list 
becomes 
managable.

A very repetive 
lister, list view 
advised.

Wrong use of 
pop-up modal. 
Should be layer0.

This information 
needs some 
serious 
humanisation :)

Link to learning 
center? Short 
youtube video?

Set stakepools as favorite 
and start from there. ♥



DW- 1E - STAKING 
/STAKEPOOL SELECTION

Selection process 
is unclear and 
hidden.



DW- 1E - STAKING 
/STAKEPOOL SELECTION

A very functional overview, which is not 
re-usable.

A simple visual card with your selection
would give a better overview.

Detail why you choose this pool are 
missing.

Red fees gives impression something is 
wrong.

Remembering spending password is 
difficult, and makes people use the 
same passwords.

Enrich stakepools with data for family 
and friends?



DW- 1F - STAKING 
/STAKEPOOL CONFIRMATION PROCESSING

Bringing processing and 
congratulations together in one step
might give more clarity.

Is there also a fail use-case?



DW- 1F - STAKING 
/STAKEPOOL CONFIRMATION PROCESSING

Make the steps that will happen until 
new delegation go into effect more 
visual. Create an delegation action 
center?
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Let’s make Cardano ready for family and friends.

Conversational Interaction Design is the next 

generation of transitional interface design that 

combines utility, education and hospitality in 

digital conversations instead of pages.

A Social Design Academy course

Conversational Interaction Design

https://discord.gg/bCqHyseAHG

